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Abstract We set a spatial framework where an agent has to choose one among a set of activities. The activities are costly to reach, due to travel costs. Agents know the distances and the prices, but we do not know the match value, i.e. the monetary fit between the agent and the activity. This matching value is modeled as a random variable. We analyse the impact of information availability and of constraints on the agent’s decision protocol and on the demand for travel. In each situation we consider, we derive or approximate the expected distance covered by the agent, the variance of this expected distance, and the expected utility of the agent. It appears that more information as well as lower constraints yield higher expected utility. We propose a method to compute the value of information. We show that more information does not systematically yield higher expected distance travelled.
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Introduction



Information theory is a well know topic in economics [1] and a lot of interesting work has been written in the transport literature to study the impact of information on driver’s behaviour. However, the concept of strategic use of information has not been developed in transportation as it should have been. The focus of this paper is to present a simple model where users have the choice to use or not costly information. More precisely, we consider an individual (or an agent) that wishes to perform a task (buy some shoes, go to the restaurant or find a job, for example) at some discrete locations. She knows where the shops are, what are the price charged, but does not know if she will like the good or service offered at the different discrete locations, except if she physically go to the place where the good/service is offered: the only way to find out is physical presence. In order to model mobility in such context, one could use the well-know concept of attractively or log-sum [2]. However, this concept implicitly relies on perfectly informed agents: each individual knows all the characteristics of all the goods and therefore has to make a single trip. On the other extreme, the individual knows nothing, and explore, in a more or less rational manner, opportunities. Here we consider as a benchmark the full information regime, which is the standard case. We then study another information regime, which corresponds to the case where only physical presence can tell the match between the agent and the good or service. We study two types of behaviour for this “no information” regime: a heuristic behaviour, where the individual first decides how much time she wishes to allocate to finding the good/service and then chooses the best possible good given this time constraint. This may be rational if for example the individual ends her job at 5:00 pm and shops close at 7:00 pm. In this case the constraint is exogenous, and if the good/service matters enough, the constraint of 2 hour search is binding. However, in general precommitment is not rational, but provides a simplification decision-making procedure. In the second case, the individual explores sequentially the shops and decides after each observation if it is worth continuing search. This corresponds to a rational spatial search behaviour. In this paper, we introduce a simple and analytical rational search model in the transport literature. Our analysis is based on mathematical results concerning optimal stopping rules, as derived by [3]. Search theory has been applied in other fields, such as for job search [4], without an explicit spatial context, and to study imperfect competition in a spatial context with uninformed shoppers [5, 6]. Search theory is well known in Operations Research and Management Science: for example the Secretary Problem. This problem is concerned with the choice of the best candidate from a sequence of applicants, when a “no” is irreversible; candidate in this problem always accept a job when offered. Such strategies are referred to as “no recall”. Here, we consider strategies “with recall”: after exploring several shops, for example, the agent may decide to go back to the first one and buy the good. 3



We believe that search theory can be applied for other question in transportation. For example, the acceptance gap problem developed by Moshe BenAkiva and co-authors can be given a search interpretation: a gap, on a highway, is an opportunity, and one has to decide on the spot, to accept or not this opportunity. Decisions are irreversible, and the drivers know only the distribution of gaps. This is like the “Secretary problem”, also presented in [3]. Our initial motivation of this paper was to derive a model to study the impact of transport policies, such as road pricing for example, or regulation of gasoline consumption and emission on the quality of the environment. The impact of such policies on mobility is essential (with lower gasoline consumption, kilometre driven will increase). We hope that this paper provides a meaningful analytical model to explain the consequences of a change on distance travelled, product variety available to the individual and variability of mobility. The plan of the paper is as follows. The framework and the information regimes are presented in Section 2. The three information regimes (no information with commitment, no information without commitment and full information) are examined in Section 3. These three information regimes are then compared in Section 4, with respect to utilities, and with respect to the value of information, inherent to each information regime. A numerical example is provided in Section 5, to illustrate the key features of the three models, and compare them, while concluding remarks are presented to Section 6. Long proofs are not given, but may be obtained from the authors on request.
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Framework



This work aims at analysing the behaviour of an agent facing a set of possibilities. The activities are costly to reach, and the agent may or may not have information concerning them. We know the distances and the prices, but we do not know the match value, i.e. the monetary fit between the agent and the activity. This matching value is modeled as a random variable. The agent experiences this match value once she patronizes the activity. She may, or may not, have to physically reach the activity to observe the match value, according to the information regime, i.e. the set of hypotheses describing the information she disposes of. We distinguish two information regimes. In the full information regime, the agent knows the value of the match values of all activities (with internet access for example.) Results pertaining to the analysis of this information regime will thereafter be labelled f . In the no information regime, the consumer knows the distribution of the match values, but she does not know the value of any specific match value before she physically reaches the activity and observes its corresponding value. We consider two sub cases of the no information regime: precommitment and non commitment. In the first one, the agent has to decide ex ante the set of activities she will parse (label 0, for no information.) In the second one, the agent 4



can decide dynamically whether she patronizes an already observed activity or if she continues her search (label d, for dynamic optimisation.) Search with commitment is easier to solve (so perhaps more realistic) but is irrational if the agent is not constrained to do so. The rational agent should not precommit her search behaviour if possible. Whatever the situation, we consider the agent maximises her expected utility.
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Analysis



We consider the case of an infinite number of activities located on a line, each being at distance δ from its neighbors. Figure 1 illustrates the framework of the model.



Figure 1: Model framework for an infinite number of activities. The agent may visit each of these activities. The first activity is at distance da from the residence of the agent, while the second one is at distance da + δ, and so on. The utility of the agent conditionally to the choice of activity i ∈ N is linearadditive, and consists of two terms. The first one concerns the transport cost incurred, which we assume to be α times the distance covered di , α being the unit travel cost. The second term is the match value of activity i from the agent’s perspective [7]. We have: (



ui = −α · di + εi u∅ = −∞,



for i ∈ N



where u∅ denotes the utility of not moving. As da plays no role in the above analysis, we set it to 0 w.l.o.g. The terms ε0 and ε1 are two independent centered double exponential random variables, with CDF F , density f and scale parameter µ > 0: F (x) = exp (− exp (−x/µ − γ)) f (x) = 1/µ · exp (−x/µ − γ) · F (x) where γ is the Euler constant, approximately equal to 0.577. The standard de√ viation of εi is µ · π/ 6, so that the parameters µ is interpreted as a product differentiation parameter. We assume the agent knows how these match values are distributed. We now focus on the behaviour of the agent and three information regimes. 5



3.1



No Information with Commitment



The no information regime with commitment is defined as follow. Definition 1 Under the no information regime with commitment, the match values are not available to the agent. She decides ex ante which set of activities she visits. Under this regime, the agent has to choose the set of activities she will visit before starting her tour. When the agent has observed the set of activities she can select the best one at no additional cost. Quite intuitively, it is equivalent to choosing the number of these activities, as it is always suboptimal for the agent to skip an activity. The agent only considers distances so that d/δ is an integer, since otherwise the residual distance d − δ · bd/δc (where bxc refers to the highest integer lower than x) would be uselessly covered. For such a distance d, the expected utility U0 of the agent is given by the well-known log-sum formula: U0 = µ ln (d/δ + 1) − α · d, which is a concave function of d. As a consequence, d is optimal iff: U(d + δ) ≤ U(d) and U(d) ≥ U(d − δ), which is equivalent to: d/δ ≥ (exp (δα/µ) − 1)−1 − 1 and d/δ ≤ (exp (−δα/µ) − 1)−1 .



(1)



This leads to the following result: Proposition 1 Under the no information regime with commitment, the expected utility of the agent is: U0 = µ ln(d0 ) − δ · (d0 − 1) · α,



(2)



where d0 is expected distance she covers: d0 = δ · b1/(exp (δα/µ) − 1)c . The standard deviation of this distance is σ0 = 0. (Recall that bxc is the floor function and denotes the integer part of x.) The asymptotic behaviour of these functions when δ gets close to zero is given by (see proof in appendix): Corollary 1 Under the no information regime with commitment, for small values of δ, the expected utility of the agent behaves asymptotically as: U0 = −µ ln(δ) + µ ln (µ/α) − µ + o0+ (1). The expected distance she covers behaves asymptotically as: d0 = µ/α + o0+ (1). 6



(where o0+ (f ) denotes a function g(x) such that lim g(x)/f (x) = 0 when x gets close to 0, x > 0. Note that it is not possible to approximate d0 at the first order in δ.) We observe that U0 increases undefinetely as δ decreases. In the framework of this model, an increase in the density of activities does not result in the distance covered by the agent decreasing toward zero, but toward µ/α, so that the transport cost tends toward µ. The number of activities the agent visits increases, and so her expected utility as δ tends toward 0.



3.2



No Information without Commitment



The no information regime without commitment is defined as follows: Definition 2 In the no information regime without commitment, the match values are not available to the agent. She decides, after each visit, whether or not to continue the exploration. Under this regime, the agent can go to any activity to observe its match value (i.e. observation is costly.) As previously, we consider that the agent can stop her progression at any time and pick the best activity in the set of those already observed, on the way back home, at no additional cost. As we will see later, this hypothesis is not critical whatsoever: if the agent applies an optimal strategy, the best activity is always the last one visited. We will first determine the optimal strategy of the agent, then we will focus on our variables of interest, and particularly on the solution as δ gets close to zero. 3.2.1



Optimal Strategy



Assume the agent has visited activity 0. Denote e0 the realisation of ε0 , the match value of activity 0. Then the incremental utility of the decision to go to activity 1 is: ∆u(e0 ) = (e − e0 )+ − δ · α,



(3)



Note that this is the expression used in finance for an option value. Equation (3) may be rewritten as: ∆u(e0 ) =



Z +∞ e0



(e − e0 )f (e)de − δ · α.



(4)



We have: Lemma 1 There exists a unique ec verifying: ∆u(ec ) = 0.



(5)
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Indeed, ∆u is a strictly decreasing function of e0 , from +∞ to −δ · α. There is no close formula of ∆u in the logit model, but there is one in the probit case (based on normal distributions.) ec is decreasing in α, in δ and increasing in µ. However, the situation we are studying is more complex. The agent may patronize any of the activities on the road, in any order, and she may stop when she wants. Now, whatever the activities the agent has already visited, the remaining ones only differ by the transport cost they require to be reached. It is therefore always optimal to reach the nearest unvisited one, so it is clear that the agent visits activities sequentially if she follows an optimal strategy. The expected benefit at step n is: max(e0 ; . . . ; en ) − n · δ · α. The optimal strategy in the regime is adapted from [3]: Lemma 2 The optimal stopping rule is to stop at the first n such that en ≥ ec . 3.2.2



Results



The expected utility of the agent is therefore: Ud =



Z +∞



ef (e)de +



Z ec Z +∞ −∞



ec



ec



(e − α · δ)f (e)def (e0 )de0 + . . . ,



which is equivalent to: Ud =



Z +∞



ef (e)de ·



ec



+∞ X



F (ec )i − δα(1 − F (ec ))



+∞ X



i · F (ec )i .



i=0



i=0



Proposition 2 thereafter is based on the following simple technical results:  R +∞  ef (e)de = δα + ec (1 − F (ec )),  P ec +∞ i = 1/(1 − F (ec )), i=0 F (ec ) P   +∞ i



(1 − F (ec ))



i=0



i · F (ec ) = F (ec )/(1 − F (ec )).



We also observe that Ud = δα + ec . The calculation of dd and σd are rather straightforward. We summarize the results of this section in: Proposition 2 Under the no information regime, without commitment, if the agent adopts an optimal strategy, the expected utility is: Ud = ec + δ · α.



(6)



The expected distance she covers is: dd = δ · F (ec )/(1 − F (ec )).



(7) q



The standard deviation of this distance is σd = δ F (ec )/(1 − F (ec )). 8



We also have: Corollary 2 Under the no information regime without commitment, the agent’s expected utility behaves asymptotically as: Ud = −µ ln(δ) + µ ln (µ/α) − µγ + o0+ (1), The expected distance she covers behaves asymptotically as: dd = µ/α − 3δ/4 + o0+ (δ),



(8)



The standard deviation of this distance behaves asymptotically as σd = µ/α−δ/4+ o0+ (δ).



3.3



Full Information



The full information regime is defined as follows: Definition 3 Under the full information regime, the agent knows ex ante the match values of all activities. Under this regime, the agent has access to the match values of the activities. She chooses the activity yielding the highest utility, travel costs taken into account. The probability that she patronizes activity i is given by the multinomial logit model: 



exp − δαi µ



P(i) = P+∞ i=0











exp − δαi µ



.



The expected distance she will cover therefore is df = E(d) = +∞ i=0 δ · i · P(i). The standard deviation of the distance therefore is σf = δ·exp (−δα/2µ)·(1 − exp (−δα/µ))−1 . We summarize these results in: P



Proposition 3 Under the no information regime with commitment, the expected utility of the agent is: Uf = −µ ln (1 − exp(−δα/µ)) .



(9)



The expected distance she will cover is: df = δ · 1/(exp (δα/µ) − 1).



(10)



The standard deviation of the distance is: σf = δ · exp (−δα/2µ) /(1 − exp (−δα/µ)). 9



The asymptotic behaviour of these functions when δ gets close to 0 is given by: Corollary 3 Under the full information regime, the expected utility of the agent behaves asymptotically as: Uf = −µ ln(δ) + µ ln (µ/α) + o0+ (1).



(11)



The expected distance she covers behaves asymptotically as: df = µ/α − δ/2 + 00+ (δ).



(12)



The standard deviation of this distance behaves asymptotically as: σf = µ/α − δ + 00+ (δ). The consequences on mobility of the three information regimes are considered in the next section.



4 4.1



Comparing Regimes Utilities



The following proposition compares the three regimes studied in the previous section: Proposition 4 The expected utility under the full information regime is higher than under the no information regime without commitment, which itself is higher than under the no information regime with commitment. U0 ≤ Ud ≤ Uf . Furthermore, it is possible to describe their relative behaviours when δ gets close to zero. Corollary 4 In the infinite number of activities case, when δ gets close to zero, the expected distances the agent covers under the different information regimes and constraint behave asymptotically as: d0 = dd = df = µ/α. The expected utilities behave asymptotically as: Uf = Ud + µγ = U0 + µ.



(13)



Note that this difference is equal to µ up to a multiplicative constant; the benefit the agent draws from information availability is proportional to the importance of idiosyncratic match values. 10



4.2



Value Of Information



The expected utility of the agent depends on the information available. Under the no information with commitment regime, her utility is given by Equation (2). Under the no information without commitment regime, her expected utility is given by Equation (6). Finally, under the full information regime, her expected utility is given by Equation (9). Given that these expected utilities are different, it appears that the agent could be willing to pay to change regime, if she had the possibility to do so. We propose to measure this willingness to pay as an additional distance the agent would be willing to cover in order to benefit from a different regime. We denote this distance as a compensative variation. Definition 4 Denote CVd (resp. CVf ) the compensating variation, i.e. the maximal distance the agent who is under the no information without (resp. with) commitment regime is willing to cover in order to acquire information on the match values. If the agent covers such a distance CVd under the no information regime without commitment, her expected utility is: Ud = ec + δ · α − α · CVd , whereas her expected utility is given by Equation (11) under the full information regime. As a consequence, the compensating variation between both regimes is: CVd = 1/α · (ec + δ · α − U0 ). Similarly, the compensating variation between the no information regime with commitment and the full information regime is: CVf = 1/α · (−µ ln (1 − exp (−δα/µ)) − U0 ) Proposition 4 implies the following ranking: Proposition 5 The compensative variations CVd and CVf are always positive and: 0 ≤ CVd ≤ CVf From Equation (13) it follows that: Proposition 6 The asymptotic behaviours of the compensating variations when δ is close to zero are: CVd = µγ/α







CVf = µ/α



The regimes differ by the amount of information which is available to the agent. Therefore, these compensative variations can be interpreted as the value of information from the agent’s perspective. 11
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Numeric Example



In order to illustrate the previous results, we propose a simple numeric application. Consider the following parameters: µ = 10, α = 1 e/km. Then Figure (2) shows the evolution of the distance covered by the agent when δ changes.



Figure 2: expected distance covered by the agent. Note that df is higher than d0 and dd , whereas there is no relationship between d0 and dd . It it also interesting to observe that whereas dd and df behave well with respect to δ, d0 is not continuous. This reflects the particular behaviour of the agent under the no information with commitment regime: she has to decide ex ante for a given number of activities to patronize, which implies that the distance she covers is a multiple of δ. One can finally observe that the linear approximations in Equations (8) and (12) are consistant with Figure (2). Figure (3) illustrates the evolution of the compensative variations with respect to δ. It appears that the benefit the agent draws from information availability increases with the density of activities. Note that dCVf is not differentiable in δ. We can base a numeric example on Figure (3). Assume the distance between activities is δ = 500 m, the agent is then ready to cover 4,3 km in order to be able to shift from the no information, with commitment regime to the no information, without commitment regime, and 3 km more to shift to the full information regime. If we convert this distance into monetary units, it means that the agent values 7 e the availability of information ex ante. This figure seems reasonable even if much empirical research remains to be done to better understand the interplay between information and mobility.
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Figure 3: Compensative variations
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Conclusion



We presented a simple model, were an agent chooses one among a set of activities regularly located on a linear road. The behaviour of the agent is set in the frame of discrete choice modeling. Results of stopping rule theory are used to derive the results. We studied three information regimes. Under the no information, with commitment regime, the agent has no information ex ante on the matching values of the activities, and has to choose ex ante the set of activities she will visit. Under the no information, without commitment regime, the agent has no information ex ante but has no constraints on the way she patronizes them. Under the full information regime, the agent has all the information about the matching values ex ante. In each case, we derive the expected distance covered by the agent, the variance of this distance, and the agent’s expected utility. Close formulae are not systematically available. Anyway, asymptotic series have been derived for high densities of activities. This model allows the explicit representation of information availability. As a consequence, it provides a framework to analyse the influence of information availability on travel demand from a theoretic, microeconomic perspective. Some interesting results have been derived. First, it is proved that the expected utility is always higher under the no information without commitment regime than under the no information with commitment, and even higher under the full information 13



regime. Second, the numeric application indicates that the expected distance covered by the agent is higher under the full information regime than under the other regimes, which argues against the intuition along which more information means less travel demand. This problematic which has already been addressed using a number of different approaches, such as the econometric analysis of the linkage between teleshopping and shopping travel demand [8], or the analysis of the influence of social factors on e-shopping intensity [9]. We presented a complementary approach, which provides a first basis for taking into account information availability in welfare analyses. Assume the agent does not know the distribution of match values. Then the search approach has two components: learn about the distribution and try to pick the most appropriate alternative. This problem is similar to the ”secretary problem” discussed in the introduction and is more intricate since it involves learning. Clearly a variety of alternative search models can be derived. We believe that, at this point, the most urgent issue is to develop structural empirical models of search behaviour in a spatial context.
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